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ermany recovered 
par t icularly well 
f r o m  t h e  2 0 0 8 -
2 0 0 9  e c o n o m i c 

crisis. Just like many other 
industrial segments that 
played a role in this devel-
opment, the German forg-
ing sector is characterized 
by many small to medium-
sized companies. What are 
the drivers behind this suc-
cess story? 

“In the cu r rent sit ua-
tion, with globally mount-
ing economic and political 
diff iculties, Germany is a 
valuable anchor of stability 
largely thanks to the manu-
facturing industry on which 
its economy is traditionally 
based,” stated Dr. Theodor 
L. Tutmann, CEO of the Ger-
man Forging Industry Assn. 
(www.euroforge.org). 

German industry relies on 
automaking, machine and plant building, the energy sector, 
chemicals and pharmaceuticals, and steelmaking, as well as 
metal and plastics parts manufacturing.  German companies 
develop and manufacture products so well recognized for their 
quality that they can be globally competitive, and the German 
forging industry is no exception. Especially for applications 
where sturdiness and reliability have to be secured, nothing 
matches forged components and assemblies.  

“This success is also attributable to a new approach the 
forgers adopted with respect to their role in the process chain,” 
Dr. Tutmann added. Thanks to considerable investment in 
process simulation, plant technology, and materials, modern 
forged parts are high-tech products in their own right. Today, 
technologies based on the computer-assisted design of com-
plex forging processes are just as commonplace as multiple-
action tools that increasingly reduce the number of forging 
steps required to produce a given part. Many cutting-edge 
products would not reach their current performance levels 
without modern high-strength, highly precise forged parts. 
This includes carriages, crankshafts, and gearboxes for cars, 
as well as turbine blades for jet engines. Moreover, forging has 
expanded beyond these traditional sectors to establish itself as 
a supplier of up-and-coming applications such as e-mobility, 
renewable energy generation or medical technologies. Vari-

ous high-end materials like 
aluminum, titanium, nickel 
or cobalt alloys are now pro-
cessed just as easily as steel.

“In the same context, our 
industry has consistently 
expanded its share of added-
value operations along the 
production process chain,” 
Dr. Tutmann explained. 

He added that innovation 
has to be promoted simulta-
neously at every step of the 
process chain. Production 
processes of the future will 
result in lightweight struc-
tural parts such as hollow 
shafts or gear wheels, parts 
shaped by partial forming, or 
multi-material hybrids. Find-
ing new solutions requires 
the cooperation of all parties 
contributing to the process 
chain, with special empha-
sis on forging process know-
how. Forging companies thus 

act as development partners, working with customers and raw 
material suppliers alike. 

“In this context, the German Forging Industry Assn., with 
its more than 120 member companies, defines itself not only 
as a catalyst, but beyond that as a driving force in its own right 
for such cooperation,” Dr. Tutmann explained. Fostering the 
collaboration between its mostly small to medium-sized enti-
ties thus ranks high on the agenda of the Association. Another 
focus is promoting R&D for new or enhanced materials. Im-
proved forging materials proved to be a major factor boosting 
recovery after the crisis, and future objectives include opening 
up new markets and application fields for forged parts within, 
and beyond, the automotive sector.

“Harnessing science for the benefit of our sector is a vital 
component of our task portfolio,” said Dr. Tutmann. This 
mainly involves financing and overseeing R&D projects at 
universities and research institutes. About 15 research part-
ners specializing in forging benefit from these sponsoring 
activities, and additional support is directed toward institu-
tions performing materials research. In the broader context of 
computer-assisted design of parts and processes, special atten-
tion is paid to computerized methods helping to simulate and 
analyze all aspects of the forging process in advance.  

— Reported by Klaus Vollrath. 
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“A very good opportunity to get a first-hand impression of the quality 
and innovative potential of our sector would be to visit us during the 
Hanover Fair from April 23-27, 2012,” according to German Forging 
Industry Assn. CEO Dr. Theodor L. Tutmann. The Association has 
organized an exhibit for many of its member companies to present 
their products, processes, and innovations. On display will be a 
broad range of products, from aluminum drop-forgings through open 
die-forged parts, rolled rings, cold extruded parts and precision 
forged parts ,to upset forged and hot extruded parts.  


